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Who we are?

300+ members in the national movement Industry 4.0

55 members

Key roles
- Ecosystem & collective assets building
- Coordination and orchestration
- Innovations fundraising (I4MS)
- Standards setup
- Internationalization
1. Funding of our Projects and Programs (incl. Outsourcing in Engineering)

2. Collaboration in EU programs and projects

3. Transfer of knowledge, policies and best practices in Ukraine
What we offer?

1. Access to ecosystem of 4.0-5.0 in Ukraine

2. Networking & Matchmaking / Marketing / Analytics services

3. Collaboration in Strategic development 4.0-5.0 (staff, experts, WG, own policies, analytics etc)
“Industry 4.0 5.0 is not about A.I., blockchain, or robotics... The true changes start with radical improvement of our capabilities to react to changes in the external world. And it can not be done without new level of collaboration in value chains”